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Analytic Model of Aurorally Coupled Magnetospheric and Ionospheric
' Electrostatic Potentials
JOHNM. CORNWALL 1
Space and Environment Technology Center, The Aerospace Corporation, El Segundo, California
This paper describesmodestbut significantimprovementson earlierstudiesof electrostatic
potentialstructurein theauroralregion,usingtheadiabaticauroralarcmodel.Thismodelhascrucial
nonlinearities(connected,for example,with aurorallyproducedionization)whichhavehampered
analysis;earlierworkhaseitherbeenlinear,whichIwillshowisapoorapproximationor, ifnonlinear,
either numericalor too specializedto study parametricdependencies.With certain simplifying
assumptionsI findnewanalyticnonlinearsolutionsfullyexhibitingthe parametricdependenceof
potentialson magnetospberic(e.g., cross-tailpotential)and ionospheric(e.g., recombinationrate)
parameters.No purelyphenomenologiealparametersare introduced.Theresults are in reasonable
agreementwithobservedaverageauroralpotentialdrops,inverted-Vscalesizes,anddissipationrates.
The dissipation rate is quite comparable to tail energization andtransportrates andshouldhavea
majoreffecton tail and magnetospberiedynamics.This papergivesvariousrelationsbetweenthe
cross-tailpotentialandauroralparameters(e.g., totalparallelcurrentsandpotentialdrops)whichcan
be studiedwithexistingdata sets.
1. INTRODUCTION [1970]did, which simplifies the nonlinear structure at the
price of introducing unphysical discontinuities on the bound-
In this paper I look again at some issues raised over the ary between open and closed field lines. These discontinui-
years concerning the adiabatic auroral arc model [Chiu and ties are of little importance to my major results; their
Schulz, 1978;Lyons, 1980, 1981;Chiu and Cornwall, 1980; primary effect is to make unreliable the detailed shape of
Chiu et al., 1981]. The essence of this mode is a linear ¢i - ce very near the central auroral field line.
relation between the auroral parallel current JII and the For present purposes one essential nonlinearity of the
potential drop € ----_bi - ¢, between the ionospheric adiabatic auroral arc model is associated with a density-
electrostatic potential ¢i and the equatorial potential ce dependent Pedersen conductivity. (This and other nonlinear-
along an auroral field line (see equation (2) in section 2). In ities contribute on smaller size scales to auroral structure
principle, this model can account for all the gross features and instabilities [Cornwall, 1990; Keskinen et al., 1992],
(e.g., potential drops, auroral size scales, and dissipation which willnot concern us here.) It is a strong nonlinearity in
rates) of magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling as governed by the sense that the ionospheric plasma density on the central
auroral phenomena, with no adjustable phenomenological auroral line can be 10 or more times greater than the
parameters or fitting factors, as was pointed out by the unperturbed density. It can, of course, be dealt with numer-
author some years ago [Cornwall, 1983].However, because ically, as the early studies referred to previously in this
the auroral model is nonlinear beyond the current-potential section did, but that isnot my purpose here. We will find that
relation, it has not yet been possible to give, even in an it significantly affects the gross size of auroras, increasing
idealized model, a precise analytic picture of how potential their width by a factor of several over those of a linearized
drops and so forth depend on physicallydeterminate param- analysis [e.g., Chiu et al., 1981;Cornwall, 1983]to a value of
eters such as the polar cap potential drop, ¢Jpcand the several hundred kilometers. A second nonlinearity arises in
ionospheric recombination rate constant, a. The studies the relation between the auroral potential drop _ and the
referred to above were either linear or treated nonlinearities height-integrated ionospheric plasma density, N, which re-
numerically for the most part (although Cornwall [1983]did suits in nonlinear relations between €,and ff_,c-andbetween
give some nonlinear scaling laws which willbe refined here), the dissipated auroral power P and Ct,c (the appropriate
In later studies [Cornwall, 1988, 1990], certain exact scaling laws were given earlier by Cornwall [1983]).
solutions were found to the nonlinear model equations, but Our major results on the relations between the auroral
these were too specialized to allow a study of parameter size, ¢, P, and €pcare given in equations (43)-(49);with no
dependence; typically, some combination of independent adjustable parameters, they give values within a factor of 2
parameters had to be fixed to allow for a solution. The or better Ofobserved values for typical values of €pc.
present investigation is carried out ina similarspirit but with These results have interest not only in themselves but also
different assumptions and results, which allow most of the for the future studies they suggest. Section 1concludes with
interesting physical parameters to be varied freely. In par- some remarks in this direction, setting the present work in a
ticular, I model the equatorial potential g'e as Vasyliunas larger context involvingtail and magnetospheric convection
dynamics.
IPermanentlyat DepartmentofPhysics,UniversityofCalifornia, The standard picture of magnetospheric convection is
LosAngeles,California. largely based on the work of Vasyliunas [1970] (see also
Copyright1993bythe AmericanGeophysicalUnion. Fejer [1964];Schield et al. [1969]for important precursors).
Papernumber93JA01189. In this picture, magnetic field lines are equipotentials, and
0148-0227/93/93JA-01189505.00 the two-dimensional electrostatic potential, mapped to the
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ionosphere, is governed by ionospheric current conserva- cap calls for nonvanishing J_, driven by a nonvanishing
tion. The effective height-integrated conductivities receive divergence of horizontal ionospheric currents. Later, Corn-
contributions both from the ionosphere and from the ring wall [1983] identified these parallel currents with auroral
current, and there are parallel currents driven by the con- currents according to the standard prescription of the adia-
vection discontinuity at the boundary between open and batic auroral model:
closed field lines. This picture has been modeled with
considerable success in computer simulations [e.g., Wolf, JII = -Q($i- t_e) -_ -Q$ (2)
1970; Wolfet al., 1991]. where $i.e is the ionospheric or equatorial potential along a
Of course, field lines in the auroral zone are not equipo- given field line and Q is a parameter of the order of
tentials, as many studies have shown [Evans, 1974; Mizera ne2(me17e) -1 with n as the plasma sheet electron density
and Fennell, 1977; Reiffet al., 1988; Lindqvist and Mark- and 17, as a characteristic plasma sheet electron velocity.
lund, 1990]. The convection modelers have not yet added the This led to the prediction [Cornwall, 1983] that
physics discussed in this paper to their codes, in part
because it adds substantial complexity and, perhaps, in part _p- (4 - 6) A$Pc (3)
becauseit seemsat firstglanceto have impactlocalizedto RE
theauroralzone. where
I suggestthat theanalytictreatmentofthispapercouldbe
used, at least at first, as a substitute for adding complex A = (_p/Q)1/2 100 km (4)
codes to the convection models. My results could be used as is the characteristic length scale of the adiabatic auroral arc
phenomenological input to existing model codes. I further model and €pc is the polar cap potential drop. (Actually, (2)
suggest that some treatment of auroral dissipation will be holds only when ¢pc is large enough to give _ >- 1 kV; for
essential, if the modelers are ever to hope to capture the smaller €the necessary JE[can be furnished by other means).
main features of tall and magnetospheric dynamics, even in The earlier work was largely linear, and even the linear
regions remote from the auroral zone. The reason is that analysis was not carried to completion. In this section I will
auroral-ionospheric Joule dissipation is [Cornwall, 1983] give the full linear analysis and also an exact nonlinear
comparable to energization and transport rates in the tail and solution to the model equations. In some respects the linear
ring current and so plays an important role in global energy analysis is not a good approximation to the exact solution (it
balance. (A similar point was made by W. Liu, as cited by has the wrong spatial scale), but it can be plausibly fudged to
Huang et al. [1989].) give global results (e.g., the central potential drop) quite
Consider the following simple argument. The energy per similar to the exact analysis. Moreover, it illustrates how I
unit ionospheric area stored in a dipolar flux tube is turn the equatorial potential 6e, which appears as a source
_L4REp, where RE is the radius of the Earth and P _ 4 x term in the nonlinear equations, into a boundary condition.
10-9 ergs era-3 is a typical plasma sheet pressure, while the The two fundamental equations of the adiabatic auroral
Joule dissipation rate _rpE2 is of the order of I0 ergs cm -2 arc model are
s or more during an aurora. So the time scale r on which an
aurora could drain this flux tube of energy is V±- (E • V±@i) = -Jll = QCJ (5)
L 4RF......___p_ ON F
r _ _pE2 l02 - l03 s (l) 0-'7+ VE" V±N = -e Qc/- a(N2 - N2°) (6)
not large compared to tail transport and energization times, where N is the height-integrated ionospheric plasma density,
(Note that the tall energy is stored mostly in ions, while the 3:is the height-integrated ionospheric conductivity tensor, F
aurora transfers energy from the magnetosphere to the is the number of electron-ion pairs produced per incident
ionosphere mostly via energetic electrons.) It has been long auroral electron, a is a height-integrated dissociative recom-
known [Erickson and Wolf, 1980; Schindler and Birn, 1982] bination coefficient, aN 2 summarizes nonauroral sources of
that there are serious difficulties in creating a steady state ionospheric ionization, and V E is the electric drift velocity
loss-free model of tail convection. This suggested the possi- such that
bility of nonsteady convection as discussed by the above -c
authors or lossy convection (as indicated, for example, by an VE = -fit (VO x B). (7)
effective adiabatic index of 7 < 1 [Spence et al., 1987]). An
important contributor to loss is cross-tail drift [Kivelson and The return current region lying just outside the auroral
Spence, 1988; Spence and Kivelson, 1990], and equation (1) region is governed by different physics, which I will not
suggests that ionospheric Joule dissipation may be just as attempt to model in detail here (for an earlier attempt, see
important. Chiu et al. [1981]). Presumably, _ - qJegoes through zero at
I am currently in the process of constructing semianalytic the edges of the aurora and then becomes slightly negative in
models of the effect of auroral dissipation on tall dynamics, the return current region, but with [qs - eel much smaller
which may be of some use. Ultimately, I hope that the than in the auroral region. In the simplified analysis I will
computer modelers will take over and vastly improve my give, _ - $e approaches zero only at asymptotically large
simple efforts, distances from the zero, and so the return current is also far
away. I emphasize that this is a mere artifact, which unless
it were mistakenly taken literally, has no effect on our2. FINDING THE ELECTROSTATIC POTENTIAL
conclusions. In reality, the return current region lies just
It is well known [Vasyliunas, 1970] that the usual sort of adjacent to the auroral region, only a few auroral scale
two-dimensional electrostatic potential in and near the polar lengths, A, away.
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Equations (5-7) contain a vast number of effects which are (For the southern polar cap, replace 0 with 7r - 0 and
readily studied with a computer but whose analytic treat- tan ½Opcwith cot ½0pc in (11). Here _pc is the dawn-to-dusk
ment is either difficult or impossible. These include various potential across the polar cap, and the convection boundary
instabilities, as well as nonlinearities, the primary effect of is at 0 = 0pc (or 0 = ¢r -Opc in the south). Both (11) and
which is to increase the density N and conductivity E in the (12) satisfy Laplace's equation in the angular variables. The
auroral region. This conductivity enhancement has a number form (11) represents an essentially constant dawn-dusk
of important and well-known consequences for convection, electric field over the polar cap, as one sees from the
which will be studied elsewhere in connection with auroral- stereographic projection of the unit sphere from the south
magnetospheric coupling. For now, I want to find an analyt- pole to the x - y plane tangent to the north pole, with
ically treatable treatment of this conductivity nonlinearity in
10_.>the spirit of earlier [Cornwall, 1988, 1990] analytic solutions tan _ p; x = p cos _b
to similar auroral problems. These earlier solutions are not (13)
useful in the present context, because they do not allow for _b--* _b; y = p sin _.
a priori specification of the input driving potential _be.
Fortunately, g'e is not completely arbitrary, and progress Then (11), in the projected variables, is ff - y, yielding a
can be made by modeling _be as Vasyliunas [1970] and constant field.
Cornwall [1983] did; _be consists of two separate solutions to I will now make the idealization in (10) of saving only the
Laplace's equation (reflecting charge neutrality), joined on a most singular term, which is a delta function. It is this which
closed contour representing the auroral zone and continuous allows further progress to be made, since the nonlinear terms
across this contour. However, Vg,e is discontinuous across on the left-hand side of (10) depend on _e only through
the contour. This discontinuity leads to J[[ proportional to a boundary conditions at 0 = Opt, _r - Opt. The result is that
Dirac delta function. The input potential g%:then only (10) becomes, in the northern hemisphere,
appears as a boundary condition on a homogeneous nonlin-
ear equation, some special solutions to which can be found V±. (EpV±_b) - Q_ = g'pcEp sin _b
analytically. 2R 2 sin 0
Now for the details. I begin by simplifying the ion con-
ductivity equation (6), dropping the terms on the left-hand • (1 + cos 0)8(0 -Opc), (14)
side. These terms are primarily important [Cornwall, 1990; where, on the right-hand side, everything depending on 0
Keskinen et al., 1992] for auroral instabilities on time scales (including _p) is to be evaluated at 0 = 0re. I will not
of -100 s, but on longer time scales it is a reasonable explicitly write out the contributions from the southern
approximation to assume rough equilibrium between recom- hemisphere, which are easily supplied by symmetry.
bination and auroral precipitation. Then (6)yields Note that in the idealization of saving only the most
ae singular source term, the specific forms (11) and (12) for _e
¢k_- ¢i- ¢e = _ (N 2 - N2) (8) and the assumption of constant _ when 0 _ Opc areirrelevant; all that matters is the coefficient of the delta
and (5) is rewritten in terms of @. function in (14).To find a solution to (14) two solutions to the homoge-
V±. (_ • V±g¢) - Qg¢ = -V±. (E • V±qJe). (9) neous version of this equation must be found, matched in
value at 0 =Opc, and the discontinuity in 0 derivatives
Under the assumption that the various parameters (a, r, adjusted to match the delta function. The two solutions are
No) which appear in (8) are constants, the Hall term drops chosen so that each decays exponentially with angular
out of the left-hand side of (9), since then both E and _ are distance from Opt. Far from 0 =Opc the conductivity _,
functions of the single function N. Thus (9) becomes approaches, it is assumed, a constant value, at least in the
sense that Ep varies more slowly (owing, for example, to
V±. (_t,V±_) - Qg, = -V±. (E • V±t.be). (10) day-night effects) than it does due to precipitation in the
Now we need to specify the source ¢e and the right-hand auroral zone. In that case, (14) is a linear equation, straight-
side of (10). In the equipotential case (_ = 0) the right-hand forwardly solved. Later in this section the linear version of
side vanishes almost everywhere except on the convection (14) is solved, including the delta function source; this both
boundary between open and closed lines, where it is a delta yields the necessary linear solutions far from the auroral
function. I give a simple example of such a source term, zone and illustrates the matching procedure used to accom-
based on constant E and g'e as two different solutions of modate the delta function.
Laplace's equation, joined at the convection boundary. Use
spherical coordinates with the magnetic dipole axis as the z 2.1. Linear Case
axis and the azimuthal angle qbdefined to be ,n-/2at dawn and
The equation to be solved for constant V.p is
-'rr/2 at dusk; 0 is the magnetic colatitude. Let
1 (tangO) sin 4_ ---- sin 0 +
t_e = _ Opt l 0 <Opc (11) sin 0 O0 sin20 sin 0
• tan _ Ovc
sin $ 8(0 - Opt), (15)
= K sin-_
1 sin $pc sin
g%=_fpc sin 0 _r-Opc>O>Opc. (12) where
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' - ,l,413was alreadyK = _ Opc(1 + cos Opc) (16) (In the limit No _ 0 the scaling law q*c .,pc
given by Cornwall [1983].) We will compare this equation
A = REA = R_(Q/£p) v2. (17) later to the nonlinear solution developed next.
Since A, the width of the (idealized) auroral zone, is about
I00 km, h >> 1. We seek a solution of the form 2.2. Nonlinear Case
t/, = K sin 4aG(O, Opc), (18) The nonlinearities are important only in the immediate
vicinity of the auroral zone, which has a small width corn-
where G(O, 0') is a Green's function for Legendre's equa- pared to RE. Therefore I will use the flat earth approxima-
tion with m = 1, l(l + 1) = - A2. That is, tion in the equations, with the x coordinate perpendicular to
J _ 2) I/2 = I . • the auroral zone and y along it. The inhomogeneous deltal = -_ -+ _ (1 - 4A -_ - iX. (19) function such as in (14) need not be written explicitly, since
its only role is to furnish a boundary condition at the auroral
In the limit oflarge Athe exact solution for G can be formally zone. Equation (8) is used to eliminate ,/, in favor of N,
expressed as a linear combination of the conical functions assuming that N o and a/FQ in this equation are constants.
PII/2+iA(COS 0), QI_Ii2+iA(cos 0) [e.g., Abramowitz and With the observation that £p is linear in N, so that O£plON
Stegun, 1964]. However, it is difficult to find useful forms for is also constant, the homogeneous version of (10) is
these rather obscure special functions, and we choose in-
stead to give an approximate solution in terms of the V.L" (NV±N 2) -Q(O£p/ON)-1(N 2- N 2) = 0 (24)
well-known functions KI, 11 (Hankel and Bessel functions
of imaginary argument). For small 0 the homogeneous solu- or
tions to (15) are KI(A0) and II(A0), valid when A03 << 1. 3
Since A03 >> 1, these do not cover a useful range in 0. A V_n 3 - _ (n 2 - 1) = 0 (25)better approach is to seek homogeneous solutions of the
form, for example, F(O)KI [AR(0)], determining F and R so
that dangerous terms in the differential equation proportional N
to k or A2 are exactly cancelled. A straightforward compu- A2 = Xpo £po = £p(N = No), n = --. (26)
tation shows that this requires Q ' No
/ 0 _ 1/2 Nonlinear equations similar to (24) have been studied before
R = 0, F = _,si-'_/ (20) analytically [Cornwall, 1988, 1990] and numerically [Keski-hen et al., 1992] with full two-dimensional dependence.
With this choice the fractional derivation of FK I(AR) from However, the known two-dimensional analytic solutions are
solving (15)is 02/36 for small 0and O(A-2) for large 0. too restricted for the present purpose, and my present
It is easy to find the appropriate linear combinations to strategy is to save in (24) and (25) only gradients in the x
match the delta function in (15), with the final result that the direction (across the aurora, roughly north-south). Thus I am
solution to the linear problem of (15) is not modeling auroral blobs and transient (i.e., unstable) local
structures. In any event, in the absence of structural mag-
K sin 4> [ 00pc _ 1/2 netospheric forcing the gradient structure which is more or
2 _sin 0 sin Opt_) [KI(A 0)ll(A Opc)H(O less persistent is the x direction gradient which is saved.
There are also examples [Cornwall, 1988] of Kelvin-
- Opc)+ II(AO)KI(A Opc)H(Opc - 0)], (21) Helmholtz stable fully two-dimensional structures in which
the x and y direction length scales are essentially the same
where H(x) is the unit step function (H(x) = 1, x > 0; = and roughly equal to the scale length I will find.
0, x > 0). This potential falls off exponentially (roughly as So I will ignore the y variation and replace (25) with
exp [-xl0 - Opel])on both sides of Opt. Note that AOpc>> F" 3 A-2(/72131, so that in the vicinity of the auroral zone one should use - _ --o ,-- - 1) = 0, (27)
large-argument asymptotic expansions to evaluate the
Bessel functions. When this is done, one finds for the where F = n 3 and prime indicate Olax. This equation can be
potential drop at 0 =Opc, sin _b= -1: reduced to quadratures; I quote the solution in terms of the
original variable n:
A0p_
_l'c-_O(O=OPc) 4RRsinOrc AE't" (22) f:" dnn2 [(2) 3 ]-''2(n:T)n+ + 10 ..,- x=-5'"A---S"(28)In extending this linear solution to a nonlinear solution the
point is that A depends on £p and thus on the height- This integral supplies the boundary conditions that at x = 0,integrated plasma density N, which by (8) depends on q,. A
simple-minded approach to this nonlinearity is to use (8) to n = n c --_ No/No, where N c is the central ionospheric
express N (and Xp) in terms of 0, and then (22) becomes an density in the auroral zone; typically, nc >> 1. Another
constant of integration has been supplied so that as Ixl --_ =%
, algebraic equation for _bc: n _ 1 at an exponential rate:
sin_bt/,pc (1 OXpl ln ( FQt_cl l/4_bc= aRc sin Opt \'Q _) N2 + ae / " (23) n x--,_--->I + CI exp (-xlAo) + O[exp (-2x/Ao)]. (29)
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We willsoonsee thattheconstant Cl in (29)is determinedby and the upper sign in (35) is for x < 0 and the lower sign for
n¢, which is in turn determined by matching a discontinuity x > 0. This form of the solution is useful out to alx] _ 1
in n'(x = 0) to Jl[, as in the linear case. -n_ "1/2,where n = O(1).
The integral in (28)can be reduced to a combination of For large Ix[ a similaranalysis leads to
integrals of rational functions plus an elliptic integral of the
third kind [e.g., Whittaker and Watson, 1952]and so can be n = 1 + Cle ±x/Ao_ (716)[C1exp (±xlAo)]2 + (101/48)
said to yield an exact solution in terms of knownfunctions,
at least in principle. But this form is of little use, because it "(Cle±_/A*)3+ """ (37)
gives x in terms of n while we want n in terms of x.
with the same signconvention as in (36).Here C1 is the sameNevertheless, for the dedicated reader who wishes to pursue
constant as in (32). Note that it is qualitatively (but notit, I quote the change of variables which yields a standard
elliptic integral form: necessarily quantitatively) accurate to estimate CI by find-ing a pointx I where the slopes and valuesof the large Ixland
n +_+_1021 I/3(1 - 31/2) smallIxlforms of n in (35)-(37)match. Just saving the firstnontrivial terms yields
u = 2 i 10m(l + 31/2)• (30)n + _ + _ Xl = (20)1t2- , 112 CJI2) _ __Xotnc - (20) Ir_(Ac CI/2Ao)
To determine the constant C i, one may use (29) to replace (38)
x/Ao in (28) to find CI = (C2 - 1) exp (xl/A o) (39)
lnC,=lim51'2f;"ann2r/
.._., _-i') [_n+ +_'J C2 = 1 (11 + 211tz)= 1.56. (40)
+ In (n - 1). (31) It follows that for large n c (either from the above equations
By addingand subtracting an integral, which canbe explic- or from the more accurate (32)), the transition from the
itly done and which removes the singularities in the inte- nonlinear regime (40) to the linear regime (saving only the
grand of (31)at both endpoints, one can find first term of (37))sets in at a value ofx of the order of 5Ac,
where Ac is the auroral scalinglength (2v/Q) I/2evaluated at
4 /3- I the center of the auroral zone. In effect, Xl is the distance
Ci = _ (_--+---i-)exp [2(fl - 1) + 3,] (32) from the center of the aurora to the unperturbed ionosphere,and is several times larger than one would have supposed
where from a linear analysis.
The scaling x I - (20) U2Acis one of several key results
/3 = (5n¢ - 4) 1/2 (33) followingfrom the nonlinear analysis. The second result is a
{ [( _)3 f°rmulaf°rthecentraldensityNc°r, equivalently,f°rCtc =-
y(nc) = 5 I/2 fn, dn n 2 n + _(x = O) using (8). It is derived as follows: First, the
Jl n - I inhomogeneous term for the nonlinear equatio (27) is sup-
plied from the fundamental equation (14),using x = RE(Ovc
+ _-/ - n - the duskside aurora where sin d_= - I is
3 _( m_
6 (n3)" - 2--_o2(n2 - I)=
= v(n_ = =) + "_(SU2)n7m + O(nZb k2oeNo2,o)
{O,_,o(l+ cos0.c)_....
, (no==)=-2.50 -/ (41)
wherethelastform of (34)isusefulfor largenc.
Ratherthancontinuewith analyzingtheintegral(28),one Oneinsertsthe solution(35)tofind
finds a more useful form of the solution for large and small c3( 5 n -z 125Ixlby direct solution of the differential equation. For small 12an _1 + _ c - 5_ n_4 + .... ) A. (42)I [ this amounts to a expansionin pow rs ofn_-: << 1and
leads to
It turns out that nc >> 1, so only the first term of this
5 2 expansionis saved. Then, usingthe definitionof a in (36)andn = no(1 ± ax) 21 + _ nc (1 ± ax)-4 rearranging, one finds
] 51t2r (aXpll/2Opc(l+cosOp¢)
N3c12= _ Q (43)
50 nc4( 1 ± ax)-S + ... (35) 8ae "_] R E sin Orc567
where Putting innominal ionospheric numbers (F = 100,a = 10-14
cm2 see -I, Q = 0.1 cm-1 sec -I, and a_;p/ON = 3 cm3
a = [2Ao(5nc)l/2]-I (36) see -1, one finds
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_p¢ 12/3
N c=3x I012 cm -2 \6-"O_] " (44) 10
: (I use 60 kV as a reference polar cap potential, because a
similar value is associated with the threshold for substorm
occurrence [see Weimer et al., 1992; Ahn et al., 1992].)
The third key result expresses the central potential drop
_be in terms of the polar cap potential drop, Q, and iono- n
spheric parameters and is just a combination of (8) and (43):
ae aeN2c
-- I--6- \_-] [ _sin_p c .j . (45)
Using the same constants as before 0 0.5 tO
Ox
Oc = 3.4 kV \6-"0_] " (46) Fig. 1. Scaled density n = N/N o versus scaled length ax (for a,see (36)), for nc = 10.
This result can be compared to the No = 0 version of (23), an
equation based on a simple-minded fudging of the linear 3. CONCLUDING REMARKS
theory. One can easily check that (23) in the N O = 0 limit
gives (45) except that the constant factor 5_3 = 0.183 in (45) My main results are (36), giving the inverted-V scale
is replaced by 4 -4/3 --- 0.157. The agreement is remarkably length a-I as "V'_A o where A c is the linear scale length
close. (see (4)), based on the central Pedersen conductivity, and
A final key result is the auroral dissipation of power, (43)-(49), giving N o ¢Pc,and the dissipated power P. The
integrated over the auroral zone. I will define a theoretically scale length is rather bigger than one would have estimated
useful, if not immediately observationally relevant, excess from the linear theory in section 2, and so the linear profiles
dissipation power P as that due to the field E± ffi -V._/, are not very good approximations. However, the ad hoe
associated with the difference (€, ffi ¢Pi - 0e) between the equation (23), which grafts certain elements of the nonlinear
ionospheric potential with and without auroras. So theory on to the linear analysis, gives a value for €¢cin good
agreement with the full nonlinear analysis. This analysis
f gives values for N o Co, and P (with no arbitrary parame-P = 2R E sin Opt dx d_b Xp(V._/,) 2 (47) ters), which are in decent agreement with observed values,
and yields scaling laws for these quantities in their depen-
where the factor of 2 counts both polar caps and the integrals dence on _bc which can be experimentally studied.
over dx (distance across the aurora) and d¢, extend over the One cannot expect fully realistic spatial profiles of qJand N
auroral zone. To be definite, I will use for the x dependence near the center of the auroral zone, because my fundamental
of N and $ the first term in (35), valid for nc >> 1, integrate hypothesis for the magnetospheric potential _'e (equations
inx°ver-a-l<x<a-l,assumethatNandqldep endon (11) and (12)) yields cusps in $ and N at 0 = Opcorx=O.
sin € as their dependence on ¢t,c would suggest, that is, t/,_ These are illustrated in Figures I and 2, in which N and $ are
]sin €14/3and N _ [sin €12/3,and integrate $ over the region plotted for a typical value of nc = 10. In principle, N and
sin _b-< 0. The result is should approach x = 0 with zero slope, since these are
symmetric around x = 0. There is no reason to distrust these
[_ F(½)F(_)[r_[o_o_2 t/,r3c(1+ cos Opc)2 profiles when the density and potential have dropped by,
/_//m/ say, a factor of 2, and the dissipated power P is an integral
P = r(_) \ae]\ON] R_ sin 20rc over the profiles which is insensitive to the cusp behavior.
(48) The cusps will, of course, be removed by a smoother choice
of _'e, but precisely how to make this choice is not presently
( *,c /3 clear.
P--- I0 t7 ergs see -I \6-'0"k'V] " (49) Having analytic and fully parametrized expressions for,
for example, the dissipated power P (sec (48)) will be very
This is substantial dissipation, quite enough to influence useful for theoretical investigations of tail transport and
substorm and tail processes as discussed in connection with dynamics. As mentioned earlier, this power is comparable to
(I) in section 1. that lost in cross-tail drift, and can have a fundamental
I am unaware of any studies in the literature which deal impact on the picture of disturbed tail phenomena. Investi-
directly with the main results in (44), (45), and (46). But it is gations to be reported later are now underway on this
clear that the predicted numbers are, in an average sense, in subject.
reasonable agreement with auroral observations [e.g., It is, of course, important to know whether the predictions
Evans, 1974; Reiff, 1988; Lindqvist and Marklund, 1990; of this paper concerning the relation between ¢'pc and
Chiu et al., 1982]. various auroral phenomena are borne out by data. The
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